
Is That the Virus You Got?                                                                             4/4 Time  

 

Intro: [D dim] [Db dim] [C dim] [G] [D7] 

Instrumental: Don’t Sing: 

Now you [G] feeling hot, and you gotta cough, and [G] I'm just wondering why you look so rough?  Is 

that the [C7] virus you got? Is that the [G] virus you got? If that’s the [D7] virus you got honey, then 

you [C7] better stay at [G] home [D7]  

Verse 1: 

Now you [G] feeling hot, and you gotta cough, and [G] I'm just wondering why you look so rough?  Is 

that the [C7] virus you got? Is that the [G] virus you got? If that’s the [D7] virus you got honey, then 

you [C7] better stay at [G] home [D7]  

Verse 2:  

Now [G] you been out, to sing in the band, and [G] after you left, I didn’t wash my hands. Is that the 

[C7] virus you got? Is that the [G] virus you got? If that’s the [D7] virus you got honey, then you [C7] 

better stay at [G] home [D7] 

Instrumental: Don’t Sing: 

Now [G] you been out, to sing in the band, and [G] after you left, I didn’t wash my hands. Is that the 

[C7] virus you got? Is that the [G] virus you got? If that’s the [D7] virus you got honey, then you [C7] 

better stay at [G] home [D7] 

Verse 3:  

Now you [G] say you got the virus, and I thought you just might. ‘Cos [G] when you went home, it 

was to self isolate. Is that the [C7] virus you got? Is that the [G] virus you got? If that’s the [D7] virus 

you got honey, then you [C7] better stay at [G] home [D7]  

Verse 4:  

Now [G] I gotta cough, and it ain’t the flue. ‘Cos [G] I gone and got coronavirus too. Yeh it’s the [C7] 

virus I got. Yeh it’s the [G] virus I got. Yeh it’s the [D7] virus I got honey, and I [C7] better stay at [G] 

home [D7] 

Outro: Don’t Sing: 

Now [G] I gotta cough, and it ain’t the flue. ‘Cos [G] I gone and got coronavirus too. Yeh it’s the [C7] 

virus I got. Yeh It’s the [G] virus I got. Yeh it’s the [D7] virus I got honey, and I [C7] better stay at [G] 

home [D dim] [Db dim] [C dim] [G] [D7/] [G] 

 


